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Editor’s letter

I

thought I would use
the Editors Letter this
month to mention
Remembrance Day.
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Remembrance Sunday falls on the 13th
of November. The National Service at
the Cenotaph was an event the Queen
never wanted to miss, so no doubt it
will feel a little different this year.
The British Legion says the service
“provides the nation with a physical
reminder of all those who have
served and sacrificed, with British
and Commonwealth soldiers, sailors,
airmen and women represented,
together with members of the
emergency services and civilians,
ensuring that no-one is forgotten.”
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£1.50 per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.

November 2022

The world has seen turbulent times of
late, the war in Ukraine, the passing of
the Queen, political turmoil, and tough
economic times. While Remembrance
Day is a solemn occasion, the poppy
and the event are also a reminder of
hope, particularly for a peaceful future.

The Exhortation:
They shall grow not old,
as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them,
nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun
and in the morning
We will remember them.

0906 110 4850
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0800 915 2347

£32.95 for the first 20 minutes, £1.50 per minute thereafter.

Choose a reader to begin your journey

Pick from our many talented psychics, all with different techniques

Julie

Jasmine

PIN: 3123

PIN: 5115
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Jasmine is a clairsentient,
clairvoyant medium; she has been
working with her guides for 35+
years. She is a natural healer and
has a special affinity with animals.
Jasmine is able to transfigure spirit
and loves the crystal ball, healing
runes and numerology.

John

PIN: 5152

John has been a medium for over
eleven years, he offers a kind and
calm approach. John sometimes
uses Tarot or Angel cards in a
reading; his aim is to provide
answers that enable folk to move
on with their lives, having gained
a sense of closure.

Love and relationships are Julie’s
speciality, but she is able to
give guidance on most issues
affecting people’s lives or
connect with their loved ones.
Julie is an honest, caring platform
medium and she’s assisted by
her three spirit guides

Wear your poppy with pride,
Regards

Charlotte

Marketing
Psychic Light Ltd. PO Box 435, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME9 0WB.
We want to reassure you that we take the processing
and handling of your data very seriously. We do not
and never will sell your data to a third-party or allow
any third-party access to your data for marketing
purposes.
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If you have opted-in to receive marketing materials
from us, we will continue to send to you until such
time as you change your preferences or unsubscribe,
or we deem a suitable amount of time has passed
since you last used our service and consider that you
are no longer interested.
We want to ensure that it is as straightforward for you
as possible to change your marketing preferences and
unsubscribe should you wish to, the quickest way to do
that is to email us providing the relevant information to:
unsubscribe@bureautelecoms.com
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Carey Mulligan image: lev radin / Shutterstock.com

PIN:2662

PIN: 1010

Mavis is a medium clairvoyant
and has worked with her gift for
25 years. Through her in-depth
readings she gives guidance
and direction, enabling clients
to make the right decisions and
choices in relationships, business,
career, family and more.
All calls are recorded; the caller must be 18 or
over and have the bill payer’s permission.

www.psychiclight.com/privacy-notice/
www.psychiclight.com/terms-and-conditions/

Sandra

Mavis

Pauline

PIN: 3798

Pauline inherited her gifts from
family. Her speciality is relationship
readings; she also likes to bring
in Tarot/Angel cards, especially
when she needs to tune into her
guides. Pauline finds Pendulum
work can assist when a yes or no
answer is needed.

Sandra has over 29 years of
experience in spiritual work; her
gift has taken her all over the
world. She gets messages from
Spirit through thoughts, feelings
and visions; she works on your
voice vibration which assists with
the connection and answers.
Readings under UK law are deemed to be for
entertainment only. Helpline: 0121 737 5574.
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Scorpio
In-depth

U

nlike other star signs,
most people know by
the name that Scorpio’s
icon is the scorpion,
and the implication is
‘sting in the tail’. Scorpio is the
eighth sign of the zodiac.
The Ruling planets are Mars and
Pluto, making Scorpios passionate,
driven and with hidden depths!
Scorpios are a fixed water sign, and
the phrase ‘still waters run deep’, is
perfect for summing them up.

Enhancing Psychic Abilities through Meditation

M

editation can make a huge difference in your life, especially when developing your psychic abilities. Like
any other skill, psychic abilities can be honed and enhanced, meditating regularly; is one of the top tips
we can share with you.

Meditation is a practice of concentrated focus to achieve a higher state of awareness, reduce stress, promote
relaxation, and enhance personal and spiritual growth. Some describe meditation as having a conversation within
yourself, as it helps you discover more about yourself and who you are. It may seem daunting if you have never
tried it before, but it is a mental discipline that aims to help you go into a deeper state of relaxation or awareness.
Many psychic powers can be enhanced and developed using meditation, but common ones include psychic visions
(clairvoyance), ESP, or increasing intuition. Enriching your psychic ability with meditation is not difficult or complicated;
however, keep-in-mind that meditation is a way of life and the process requires regular practice and a lot of discipline.
There is no right or wrong way to practise meditation, and there are hundreds of different approaches. It is a
unique and personal experience so take the time to find a technique that works for you.
Here are some tips to help you tap into your psychic
abilities through meditation:

Practise Daily
Preferable times to meditate are early morning before
the day tires your body out or in the evening after you
have spent time winding down and relaxing. 5-15
minutes a day is perfect.

Find a Peaceful Environment
Turn off distractions, whether it’s the TV set, your
computer or your mobile phone. Some people choose
to include relaxing music to help concentration.

Relax, Breathe and Pay Attention
Traits

It is not easy to get to know a Scorpio, they tend to keep an air of secrecy around them, and they like it that way! Scorpios,
on the other hand; are very good at reading people and understanding personalities and relationship dynamics.

Relaxing with an open mind enhances your
consciousness; and increases psychic awareness, so try
and relax everything, even down to the small muscles in

your face. Let your attention rest on your flow of breath,
and silence your mind. The goal is to allow your minds
‘chatter’ to slowly fade away until you find an anchor to
settle your mind.
Joining the subconscious spiritual mind with the
conscious mind strengthens the connection to yourself
and your spiritual energy. We are constantly on the
move, and meditation allows us to take a step back
from our busy lives and give ourselves space to grow.
The most important thing to remember is to make
meditation a daily activity. The more consistent you are,
the more likely you’ll be to succeed in developing your
psychic abilities. After a while, you will notice your
spiritual energy more and more, and strengthening this
connection through meditation will only increase your
mystical knowledge and power.

Scorpios; like to gather information and knowledge about others and situations that could be useful to them at a later
date. They have a strong desire for power and will manipulate situations and people if it furthers their cause.
There is one area that Scorpios are conflicted; they are both risk takers and will break rules to go through boundaries
others don’t wish to push. However, they are also change-resistant! They also find it difficult to say no, which is unusual
for a dynamic sign, even when the outcome would be better for them - this is an example of when the ‘sting in the tail’
actually hurts them rather than others.

Love

The Scorpio sign loves nothing better than to analyse a person or situation, inside out and upside down. However,
their emotions run deep, so much so that they often can’t fathom their own thoughts and feelings, especially in
matters of the heart.
Scorpios do not play the field; they focus their intense passion on one person. Love is often at the centre of this
sign’s ambitions and inspirations.
Those that fall for a Scorpio may describe them as possessive, dominant and jealous - but often they attract their
partners through their sheer magnetism. These possible negatives are countered by their actions once they are
committed. For example, they become deeply attached and loyal to their partners. They are faithful, although not
overly demonstrative in public. Their feelings are true, and a tender partnership can ensue.

Weaknesses

It is easy for a Scorpio to become obsessed either with a task, project or person. They don’t always understand
that not everyone does well with such a dominant personality in their lives, whether that is at work or in their love
life. They do not like being analysed, even though it is their favourite pastime. They do not respond well to a lot of
personal questions. They are insecure when they are with someone who seemingly knows more than them!

Character

Scorpios; are considered the most sexual and intense of the zodiac - tangle with them if you dare!
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Reader Profile

Angel Ritual

Bryony
PIN: 2727

Support to let go of the past
Many of us will hold on to negative elements of the past and; this is not always a bad thing. The past or things we
may consider past mistakes or bad decisions - remind us to make better and different choices in the future.
Sometimes holding on to the past too tightly; can very much keep us stuck in the here and now! If we only remember
the difficult times and stressful events then; our capacity for finding future happiness can be severely restricted.

Here are some of the things people most typically struggle to let go of:

Bryony is an incredibly insightful reader who has been intuitive all her life. She has never been trained or
taught her skills; they are a natural intellectual gift. Bryony has a real connection to her spirit guides. She has
many invaluable years of experience as a professional medium focussing on many of life’s key areas.
Favourite topics for Bryony are emotional journeys, major life decisions and supporting folks to find a path
through relationship difficulties. She tunes in to your earth energy and, alongside her guides, can bring
balance to your life; with peace and joy.
A very spiritual reader, Bryony works with her guide to tune into your energies and auras to assist you in your
journey. She will look at your relationship and see why you are not connecting. Bryony can look at someone
you want to be close to and see if there is a reason they are not coming forward. If you feel your career has
stalled, she will show you what blocks are in your path. Or maybe you feel like you are not moving forward
in life but cannot see why; Bryony will show you likely outcomes for changes you make from her vision and
wisdom.

• Unrequited love.
• Feeling like you let ‘the one’ go.
• A failed relationship or marriage.
• Unfilled dreams.
• Not making the most of your
potential or achieving your
ambitions.
• Something that somebody said to
you or did to you.
• Letting a possession go; or
losing something that had great
sentimental value.
• The death of a loved one.
• Not being able to say goodbye
to someone.
• The passing of a pet.
*This list is by no means exhaustive,
and you may have something
different from your past that you
struggle to move on from.
When we have suffered personal
loss, it can be easy to overromanticise the past and to see it
differently from actual events; this
can make your current life situation
pale in comparison.

For over 30+ years, Bryony was a trouble-shooter in business and the corporate world, so she is well
placed to give spiritual counsel in this area. If she sees your life pathway is blocked, she will tune into the
environment of what is going on around you and show you the way forward.

Try this Angelic Ritual to help you move forward from past hurts and welcome in the future.

As a psychic medium, Bryony is always honest about what she sees; she is a very creative and caring
person; who has great empathy toward people and animals. She believes in everything natural and holistic
and cannot resist beagle dogs with their cute pendant ears and cheeky personalities. Bryony’s philosophy is
that love is all around - you just have to embrace it!

• Then imagine/create four compass points. Each one will represent an Archangel:

Testimonial:
Wow! First time caller and was drawn to Bryony straight away, she completely put me at ease (I was
nervous), she sorted so many issues I had going on with clear, concise clarification in the most understanding
way. Looking forward to talking to her again, thank you Bryony x.
Fiona

• You can either imagine a circle or create an actual circle that you can sit in. You might line the space with battery
tea lights or your favourite crystals.

East - Archangel Raphael (before you).
West - Archangel Gabriel (behind you).
South - Archangel Michael (to your right).
North - Archangel Uriel (to your left).
• Call each of the Archangels into your circle; you may find it helpful to visualise a green light/gold aura for
Raphael. An orange light and white aura for Gabriel. A yellow light and blue aura for Michael and a red light and
violet aura for Uriel. Only move on to another Angel when you feel you have connected to the current angel and
have brought them into your inner-circle.
• Now, in your mind’s eye, see the Star of David - two interlocking triangles that represent the Heart Chakra and
the meaning of balance.

View the profiles of all of our readers by clicking ‘OUR PSYCHICS’: psychiclight.com/psychics/
We would love to receive your feedback following a reading, you can do this via our website,
scroll to the footer and click ‘REVIEW A PSYCHIC’: psychiclight.com/review-a-psychic/

• Ask each of the Angels for support and guidance in letting go of your past worries. Also, focus on asking them
for help with stepping into the now and creating a bright future where you are ‘present’.
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*Ref: The Angel Bible, Hazel Raven

• Thank the Angels for coming forward and for providing wisdom, and then let their energies dissolve.
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Palmistry
The Heart Line
Carey Mulligan image: lev radin / Shutterstock.com

https://www.shesaidmovie.com/

The Plot
The story I am referring to; is that of sexual assault
in Hollywood, and specifically the pursuit of Harvey
Weinstein.
The film is based on the book that the two
journalists published (She Said: Breaking the Sexual
Harassment Story That Helped Ignite A Movement).
Of course, the book; and now this film; are based
on real-life events. It is safe to say that the story
changed American culture forever and helped launch
the #MeToo movement. The film demonstrates how
devastating the ordeal was for all of the victims, but
also what the writers had to sacrifice and risk to get
to the truth.
One interviewee said, “People have tried to write
this story before – he kills it every time. He played
people; he was a master manipulator”. The editor
of the two journalists soon got a feel for the lengths
those involved would go to cover things up: “You
have to imagine that every call you make is being
recorded and you’re being followed.”

Harvey Weinstein
In October 2017, Kantor and Twohey reported many
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What intrigues people the most about palm
readings is what a reader can tell them about
their Heart Line and their romantic life.

Zoe Kazan as
Jodi Kantor

Zoe Kazan image: Kathy Hutchins / Shutterstock.com

So, what does the Heart Line tell us?

Image courtesy of Universal Pictures

I

f you watch the trailer for: She Said, you will see
straight away; how relentless the journalists had
to be in pursuing the story. Carey Mulligan (our
cover star) plays the role of Megan Twohey; Zoe
Kazan (opposite) joins as Jodi Kantor - both are
depicting the New York Times reporters famous
for breaking the story of a generation.

For many people, their first experience; of a
psychic reading is through having their palm
read. Equally, many psychics start here - often
with this art form passed down from generation
to generation.

Carey Mulligan as
Megan Twohey

assaults and sexual harassment against women;
perpetrated by Hollywood mogul - Harvey Weinstein.
The article explored not only; the non-consensual
sexual acts; but also the way money was used to
cover things up.
Once the story broke, over 80 women came
forward - many of them famous Hollywood actresses.
Eventually, Weinstein was fired from the board of his
own company; and was found guilty in a court of
rape - he was sentenced to 23 years in prison.

Cast
She Said has already been tipped for award
nominations, and Carey Mulligan is a two-time
Academy Award nominee. You might remember her
from Promising Young Woman and An Education.
You may be familiar with Zoe from The Plot Against
America and The Big Sick.
The film co-stars Patricia Clarkson (Shutter Island),
Andre Braugher (Thief), Jennifer Ehle (Pride and
Prejudice) and Samantha Morton (Minority Report).
The producers (Dede Gardner and Jeremy Kleiner)
for Plan B Entertainment are equally credentialled
and Academy Award-winning for 12 Years a Slave,
Selma and The Big Short, to name a few. She Said is
directed by Emmy winner - Maria Schrader.

Release Date
In the UK, She Said is released in cinemas on the
25th of November, one week later than the US
showing. She Said is also featured in various film
festivals around the globe during October.

• First and foremost, it can determine how well a
person connects with their own emotions.
• It looks at how the person expresses their
emotions to others.
• The line can give clues; as to whether their love
life will be happy and plain sailing or rocky and
unhappy.

Where to Start?

The reader will begin by looking at the Heart Line
and determining the quality of the line, the shape,
breaks in the line, and where the line ends. These
things combined will give the reader a good
idea of the person’s emotional energy.

Four Possible Endings

Although the Heart Line begins in the same place
for everyone (on the outer edge of the hand),
it can end in four different locations, and each
means something different:
• If it ends under the middle finger (Saturn) - this
is the shortest type of Heart Line. The person likely
takes their emotions seriously, but their range of
emotions and ability to show those emotions to others may be limited.
• Ending in between the Saturn & Jupiter Mounts; then this querent will feel their emotions deeply, and they are
passionate people. They are loyal and have a healthy dose of common sense.
• Finishing in the midpoint of the first finger (Jupiter); then they likely have a idealistic romanticised view of love which may lead to disappointment. However, they are emotionally resilient.
• Concluding at the other side of the palm creates the longest Heart Line. This person will feel the gauntlet of
emotions. Others might accuse them of being immature in matters of the heart, possibly due to their jealous and
demanding tendencies.

Wavy or Level?

The Heart Line itself may be straight, meaning the querent may struggle to tell others how they feel and; they may
appear insensitive. The line is often curved; these people have friendly dispositions, and others may describe them
as warm. For others, the line will have a deep curve - and they would be; thought of as sensitive and easily hurt
emotionally.

Palm Positioning

Lastly, a reader considers where the Heart Line is positioned on the palm:
• If the line is close to the finger base, then; the person tends to be outgoing and sociable. Others are drawn to them,
and they are entertaining. However, they often have an uncompromising idea of what a relationship should look like.
• The line sometimes appears between the head line and the base of the fingers. This person is level-headed, and
can temper their emotions and communicate well with others.
• Lastly, the position of the line could be close to the head line. In this case, whilst the person may feel their feelings
strongly - they will likely struggle to express them to others.
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Reader Profile

Michaela
PIN: 3232

NUMEROLOGY:

Number
Eleven
If you want to read our introduction to Numerology (including how to calculate your number), and want to
review the numbers one to nine, then please visit our blog:
www.psychiclight.com/category/numerology/
Don’t forget there is no number ten, so today, we look at Master Number 11, and we round out the series in
December with Master Number 22.

Eleven
Numerology Eleven; is associated with psychic abilities and character strength and is aligned with the star sign
Aquarius and the planet Uranus. This number is considered extremely powerful and can inspire others!
You likely know a few elevens; you may describe them as leaders, not followers. They are determined characters
and often succeed in whatever they set their sights on. They get there by hard work and sheer determination; they are
prepared to go the extra mile to reach their goals. Elevens are their own worst critic; an inner voice rarely lets them
back down from an aspiration. This can mean that romantic relationships can get neglected.

Heart Number
Those that calculate as elevens have big hearts, not necessarily just in the romantic department; this means they are
driven to help others and have a deep desire to change the world for the better.
Life can sometimes be hard for elevens and those around them - as they pursue their somewhat idealistic missions.
Their single-tracked visions can be difficult for others to understand, especially when they pursue tasks at the risk of
everything else.
Romantic partners should be prepared to feel second best at times, as elevens will not always have the time or energy
to devote to them as they use their self-confidence and driving spirit to achieve their ambitions.

Expression Number
Often, number elevens have a spiritual belief system; and this sustains them when life is tough. They also tend to build
strong networks of family, colleagues, friends and romantic partners who are ready to champion them on their way.
By and large, a numerology eleven will need a creative outlet - some may combine this with work. Others are more
likely to pursue something as a hobby that they keep just for fun. They should be careful that these pursuits do not spiral
into fantasy dreams.

I was 21 years old, and at my lowest, all hope seemed gone when I reached out to Spirit and received my
first spiritual experience, and this brought an awakening to spiritual things.
Spiritual experiences began happening more and more frequently; and came powerfully during seven years
when I had seven bereavements, one followed by another, and my partner left me without explanation; and
without money, a job or a home. These experiences gave me insight, strength and caring for others who find
themselves in difficulty, and they let me turn negatives into positives.
Being a private person, however, I didn’t ask anyone about the spiritual experience until I met a Mystic who
gave me explanations. She became my mentor for five years, and I learnt a great deal from her.
One day I went to a Tarot reading with my friend and was told; that I would be able to do readings for
others. Shortly after, I needed a part-time job while at college; I walked into the job centre and the first notice
I spotted for a job was for a Tarot Reader! I applied immediately for it. I was with that company for seven
years; before joining Psychic Light.
Over the last 12 years, I have given readings to men and women of various backgrounds, including
other psychics and mediums; and my work allows people to see their present and future challenges and
achievements. I get many people asking about new relationships and relationship issues, but whatever;
the enquiry is about, whether family, work, prosperity or a new adventure, I always ask for guidance from
angels, particularly Archangel Michael.
Testimonial:
Michaela said to me that my relationship was just going through a sticky patch, so I stayed with my husband
and she was right. Then she said that I would lose my job very soon but that I shouldn’t worry as another job
was just around the corner, I said ‘no way’, the next week I was told that I was going to be made redundant
and 2 weeks later I was offered another better job!
Cathy

Personality Number
Others might describe Numerology elevens as charming and charismatic; they communicate well and easily. They are
also very good at passing on knowledge to others and often have a training/teaching role in those they mentor.
It can be very inspiring to be around those that calculate as an eleven; their drive, success, thoughts and ideas are contagious.
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View the profiles of all of our readers by clicking ‘OUR PSYCHICS’: psychiclight.com/psychics/
We would love to receive your feedback following a reading, you can do this via our website,
scroll to the footer and click ‘REVIEW A PSYCHIC’: psychiclight.com/review-a-psychic/
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Amber has been popular for a long time, especially
for jewellery pieces. Larger gems are often set into
necklaces or chunky bracelets, giving wearers the
perfect opportunity to have the stone close to them.
What you may not realise is that Amber isn’t a
crystal. Instead, it is a resin from a tree that has
solidified and then become fossilised. However,
that does not lessen its usefulness as a gem in your
healing crystal collection.

Spotlight on

Amber
QUIZ
Did you know that up to 1959, it was illegal; to NOT; celebrate Bonfire Night? However, the event was
celebrated indoors.
The above dictate was only allowed after World War I and WW II, as in those periods, no one was
allowed to set off fireworks; for fear of alerting the enemy to where people were. This legislation, was
cemented with The Defence of the Realm Act in parliament in 1914.

Now, on with the quiz...
1. What temperature can a sparkler reach?
2. Why do you see the fireworks before you hear the bang?
3. What speed can a firework rocket reach?
4. Chinese scientists accidentally invented gunpowder by mixing chemicals;
and this turned into the first fireworks. But what country did the inventors come from;
that made a casing allowing fireworks to go into the air?
5. Not everyone is crazy about fireworks. What is the name for those that have a fear of the loud
sound they make?

Chakras

6. What year did the first fireworks display take place in England?

If you want to use Amber for grounding purposes,
then stimulating the navel chakra should help. If you
are wearing a piece of Amber for a long period, then
on the throat or wrist is best.

7. The above-mentioned display was for a wedding - who got married?

Amber can work by absorbing negative energies
and pain, that is coursing through the body, which
in turn provides the body time to settle, restore and
re-balance itself.

This bright gem has sunny energy; use it whenever
you are feeling depressed or in times of high stress.
Using this stone regularly should promote patience,
better decision-making, and an ability to take
thoughts through to actions.

10. What is the ‘technical’ name for fireworks - hint, it begins with a P?

Spiritual

Appearance
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Whilst it is not everyone’s cup of tea, some gems
include an insect or vegetation trapped inside the resin
and are highly prized! But, as always with collecting
crystals - purchase what you are drawn to the most.

11. What is the cake associated with bonfire night, made with black treacle and oatmeal it also begins with a ‘P’?
12. What was the Gunpowder Plot, originally known as?

For the answers, either stand on your head or rotate the magazine upside down!
Henry VII to Elizabeth of York.
Guido.
King James I.
Pyrotechnics.
Parkin.
Jesuit Treason.

Having Amber around your home can encourage
trust to build with the loved ones who reside there.
Amber can also create a sense of peace and serenity.

Amber should be a golden brown to yellow. If you
see green gems, then they have been artificially
altered. They are not a rare gem and can be found in
many countries, including Britain.

9. The Gunpowder Plot was an attempt to kill a King - which one?

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

From a spiritual perspective, those that turn to Amber
should feel self-sacrificing and philanthropic - ready
to help others. This stone also brings about a sense of
understanding and wisdom.

8. What was Guy Fawkes first name?

1000-1600 Celsius.
Because, light travels faster than sound.
150 miles per hour.
Italy.
Phonophobia
1486.

As you might expect from something that derives from
nature, Amber has strong Earth connections and is
considered very grounding. Amber is also used for
drawing out disease, healing, cleansing and clearing
chakras.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Grounding Energy
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Astrology

With our
expert:

Carol Day

Welcome to Free Spirit’s in-depth
horoscopes for November 2022

Aries, you’re blessed with amazing
cosmic energy this month. Jupiter
(spiritual) moved out of your sign
and back into mystical Pisces on the
29th of October. So, once again, your
spiritual practice is your main priority.
On the 8th, you have a Lunar Eclipse in
your money sky, which impacts three
other planets. Mercury (health/work),
Venus (love/money) and Uranus
(mystical encounters of the 3rd kind).
You can look forward to spiritual
prizes. Enjoy!

There’s a powerful Blood Moon,
Lunar Eclipse coming up; on the 8th
of November, which occurs in your
own Venus sign. This strong eclipse
compels you to redefine yourself
and your image - a new aura; to
compliment a new look! It also
impacts on money planet Mercury,
so there are fiscal changes; and
job changes with Uranus (career
planet). So, reduce schedules during
the eclipse period. After the 22nd,
you receive a cosmic energy boost.

A few shake-ups are going on in your
12th sky of spirituality when a powerful
Lunar Eclipse on the 8th impacts three
important planets: Mercury, Uranus
and Venus. The eclipse occurs in your
12th sky of spirituality, so there are
changes in your sacred teachings/
tutors – change often means progress.
The Moon is your money planet, so
there are likely to be fiscal shake-ups
and changes. The Sun enters your 7th
sky on the 22nd, and you begin a yearly
love/social high.

Lucky Libra, you’re still amid a
yearly financial peak until the 22nd,
so November is still prosperous.
However, the main headline now
is a Lunar Eclipse which occurs in
your 8th transition sky and brings
focus to lifestyle questions. As the
Moon is your career planet, you can
expect re-thinks in your industry and
changes to your career path. Mercury
brings spiritual shake-ups, and beliefs
get tested. Choices made are good,
healthy, prosperous and wise.

Until the 22nd, you’re still amid a
personal pleasure period. So, it’s a
great time to pamper your body –
enjoy the pleasures of the senses!
After the 22nd, the Sun enters your
money sky, and you begin a yearly
financial peak. Plus, money planet
Jupiter moves forward on the 23rd,
and prosperity follows. A Lunar
Eclipse occurs in your 7th love sky and
affects Venus/Mercury/Uranus. The
planets are kind, and you get the bestcase outcomes to any challenges.

Like the rest of the world, our
Centaur’s lifestyle is on the move,
what was once blocked is now being
freed. This is mainly due to a powerful
Lunar Eclipse on the 8th, which seems
to blast away barriers. The eclipse
occurs in your 6th sky of health/work
ruled by Venus, so health regimes and
job changes are likely. It also affects
Mercury, your love/career planet.
Good news, the Sun enters your 1st
sky on the 22nd, and you begin a
yearly pleasure peak.

Moon-folk experience a powerful
Lunar Eclipse on the 8th, which also
has an impact on three key planets:
Mercury, Uranus and Venus. The
Moon, your ruler, brings challenges
to every lunar eclipse. This time you’ll
be compelled to redefine your image
and self-concept. A reduced schedule
around this period is a must. Despite
this, you can look forward to a happy
month. You’re still in a yearly pleasure
peak until the 22nd, and a family party
is on the books – enjoy!

Many Leos are taking a more laid
back approach to life this month
to lessen the effects of the Lunar
Eclipse on the 8th. This eclipse occurs
in your 10th career sky and affects
Venus making it more powerful. So,
meditate or read a book; just take it
easy. Venus will keep tabs on career
changes, shake-ups at work and
dramas in the lives of bosses. The
Moon, your spiritual planet, brings
changes to teachings but mostly to
your thinking.

High-flying Virgo’s will be getting
to grips with a powerful Lunar
Eclipse on the 8th of November, so
downplay your work schedule during
that time. This eclipse occurs in your
9th sky of religion/education; thus,
your theological beliefs are tested;
and there are changes for college
level students. Ruler Mercury brings
career changes and also compels you
to redefine yourself. So, it’s LightsCamera-Action. Could you be a Virgo
Superstar?

Good news for Capricorns; your
health and energy are excellent this
month, which is good as you’ll be
facing a powerful Lunar Eclipse on the
8th. This eclipse occurs in your 5th sky
of fun/children and creativity. It also
impacts three other planets in your
chart – Venus, Mercury and Uranus, so
schedule meetings around the eclipse
period. Venus shows career changes,
Uranus suggests fiscal shake-ups,
and Mercury shines his light on your
spiritual sky. Heavenly!

Water-bearers, applause is in order,
you’ve reached the pinnacle of your
career year, and you’re amid a yearly
career peak until the 22nd. We also
have a powerful Lunar Eclipse on the
8th, which has a strong effect on you
– it blasts through career obstacles.
Try to reduce your work schedule and
take it easy around that time. This
eclipse occurs in your 4th sky of home/
family; wear your arbitrators’ hat; your
spiritual practice will help you deal
with this.

Cosmic signs indicate that things are
moving forward for you this month.
This is despite a total Lunar Eclipse on
the 8th; that impacts several planets,
including Mercury (love) and Uranus
(spiritual). This eclipse occurs in your
3rd interaction sky, so you’ll be busy
upgrading your intellectual interests.
You also take sibling figures under
your wing; who feel the need to
redefine themselves. For you, Uranus
signals a spiritual reset and perhaps a
new mystic Guru is on the horizon!
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